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Ryan Courtier is a very talented artist whose work inspires
and charms you the moment you see it. The depth of Ryan’s
work really amazes me. The very first time I saw it, I thought
“Oh, I want to live in these collages”!

TELL US A LITTLE BIT ABOUT YOURSELF AND YOUR ARTISTIC BACKGROUND?
I decided I loved art and wanted to be an Artist at the age of 5! I remember playing with play-doh and
painting in primary school and it was something that felt natural to me. I studied Art and Design at
College level which was a multi-disciplinary study across the arts and it was there that I discovered
my real love and passion for Fine Art (in particular collage and abstract painting) … It was at this point
when I decided to study Fine Art at the University of Wales in Swansea graduating with 1st class
(Hons) in 2015.

YOUR WORK INCLUDES A LOT OF FLOWERS, WHY? AND WHEN DID YOU
UNDERSTAND THAT THIS IS SOMETHING YOU WANT TO INCLUDE IN YOUR WORK?
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There is nothing more
aesthetically pleasing than nature
in all its beauty and utter
perfection and that’s what
attracted me to flowers, leaves,
and trees! I use a lot of flowers in
my work for the versatility of their
shapes and the incredible beauty
of their natural being. I first used
flowers in my collages when I was
19 and I remember walking in the
Brecon Beacons on Uni trips and
seeing flowers and leaves outside
and thinking that I want to
replicate them visually in my
collages.

WHAT IS YOUR CREATIVE PROCESS
AND WHERE DO YOU FIND
INSPIRATION?
My creative process is as simple as using a
pair of scissors and cutting out things
from old books and magazines and
sticking them down.
My inspiration derives mostly from time
spent in nature observing the trees and
the birds and the movement in the sky
and everything else. Music really makes
me want to create… I like jazz, funk, and
soul. Travelling provides me with a sense
of movement and I find it so visually
stimulating and even better when people
tell me their stories to go with a place and
time! Looking through books at random
images and sometimes particular images
will catch my eye and I think… “Hmmm, I
love that! I want to put it down on paper”.

HOW LONG DOES IT TAKE YOU TO
CREATE A COLLAGE AND WHAT
SOFTWARE DO YOU USUALLY USE?
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It really depends on the intricacy and the size of the collage. Sometimes one hour… And sometimes it
will take the best part of the day! I use no digital software… Just old books cut out and stuck down
and then I photograph them.

Botanical Bunny

Confined space

DO YOU THINK IT IS IMPORTANT FOR AN ARTIST TO HAVE A SACRED SPACE WHERE
THEY CREATE? AND DO YOU HAVE SUCH SPACE?
I think it’s important for an artist to find spaces they feel spiritually comfortable. I can only speak for
myself when I say that for me, I can feel creative and the ability to make art in many places and
spaces and I think each different space has its own vibes and it’s a unique feeling that translates into
the visuals I’m creating at the time. I have my studio which is pretty cozy in size! But I am very lucky
that It is surrounded by nature and open fields. Light is crucial for me.
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WHAT IS THE GOAL OF AN ARTIST, IN YOUR OPINION?
I think that’s a subjective question. I think that one of the main things that all artists have in common
however is the ability to interpret things we experience in life and through our art provide the world
with different perspectives on those things.
ARTIST'S INDIVIDUAL GOALS AND GAINS ARE A PERSONAL THING.

WHAT ADVICE WOULD YOU GIVE TO PEOPLE WHO ARE AT THE BEGINNING OF
THEIR CREATIVE PATH?
Experiment!!! In everything and every creative way. Have fun!
I remember the fun I had in Art Education and learning which creative direction I wanted to
take. Don’t be afraid of making something bad!
Ask any artist and I’m sure they’ll agree with me that no art that is made is bad art. Read lots and go
to exhibitions and art nights! There is nothing better than a conversation with loads of really cool
artists and just hanging out and learning from each other.
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Follow Ryan on Instagram @ryancourtier_artist
Ryan’s website https://ryancourtierartist.com/
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